
First Grade Art Print	


Farbstudie Quadrate - by Wassily Kandinsky 	
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Background Info:	


Wassily Kandinsky, 1866-1944: Kandinsky was a Russian painter who, at a very early age, was 
interested in both music and art. He played the violin and the piano, and he saved up his own money at 
age 14 to buy himself a box of oil paints. He was very drawn to painting the beautiful Russian 
countryside. As a young man, he traveled to Germany and eventually across Europe. There he was 
exposed to the great Western works of art, but also to the “new” art of Impressionism and 
Expressionism. Kandinsky moved to Munich, Germany, which was a center for experimental art much 
like Paris was in France in the late 1800s and early 1900s. 	


By 1910, Kandinsky was leading the way with a whole new concept of painting. He is considered to 
be the first abstract painter - that is, he totally abandoned the idea that a painting had to be of 
something real or represent something concrete. His paintings became non-objective, in that there was 
no object in the painting. They were, however, about something. They were about pure color and 
form.  And, they were about the inner feelings and spirit of the artist. Kandinsky came to this 
understanding about painting in what he describes as an accident. He returned to his studio one night 
at twilight. “I was suddenly confronted by a picture of indescribably and incandescent loveliness. 
Bewildered, I stopped; staring at it. The painting lacked all subject; depicted no identifiable object and 
was entirely composed of bright color patches. Finally, I approached closer and, only then recognized 
it for what is was, my own painting, standing on its side on the easel.”	


This insight, that color conveyed emotion irrespective of content, spurred Kandinsky to take the bold 
step of discarding realism altogether. He also made the analogy to music – that the pure sounds and 
forms of music could evoke great feelings without being about something. Therefore, pure color, 
form, and line could do the same in art. 	


Discussion:	


What do you notice in this painting?  What colors do you see?  What shapes do you see?	


Do you think this painting is about something? Do you think the artist was trying to tell 
you about something in particular? Why do you think the artist painted this way? 	


How does this painting make you feel?	


!



Activity:	


Here are two versions of an activity for creating Kandinsky circles art. 

Using Construction Paper   
Give each student a large sheet of black rectangular paper.  Precut different 
colored construction paper into squares so that six squares will cover the entire 
sheet.  The children will choose six different squares and glue them onto the 
large paper (if time is an issue, you may skip this step and they can just glue 
their circles directly onto the black paper). 

You may bring three different sized circular objects as templates for kids to trace 
around (or they may draw free-hand).  They will draw/trace and cut out three 
different sized circles to glue onto six sections of their paper (i.e., 6 large, 6 
medium and 6 small circles for a total of 18).  For those with poor cutting skills, 
you may have different size circles all precut if you wish.  

 !  

Space the circles, in 2 lines of 3, on the background as equally as possible – not 
to much background showing on one edge or side. Glue circles onto the black 
background paper. 

 

!  

Rectangle/circle – Start with 6 different 4×4.5 rectangles that have been precut. 
We glued circles down on each rectangle following the directions above. The last 
step was to glue these pieces onto a background sheet. You could glue down the 
rectangles first and then build up the circles. 
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Using Watercolor Paint 

Step 1 – fold art paper (we used watercolor paper) in half the long way [hotdog 

way], then open up and lay flat !  

 
Step 2 – fold in half the other or short way [hamburg way]. Then open up and 

lay flat !  

 
Step 3 – take one short end and fold into the middle fold line 

!  

 
Step 4 – take other short end and fold into the middle fold line 

!  
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Step 5 – open up and push down on folds, so paper lays as flat as possible 
Step 6 – decide if going to make large circles to fill in or make smallest circle 

first and surround until get a large circle !  

 
Step 7 – paint your circles (one to a folded area) and have fun 

!  

!  !  !  
Step 8 – paint in the remaining area of each folded rectangle shape 

 
Step 9 – let dry 

!  !  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Adapted for younger child or for a shorter time period:  
Instead of the large artist paper used an 8 x 12 sheet. We folded in half both the 

long and short way and got 4 rectangle areas. !  

!  

The final effect was the same. The feeling of success was the same. 

!  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